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What’s Available NOW On

“Mae West: Dirty Blonde”
From PBS Living comes this 
documentary that aired on “American 
Masters” last year that does a deep 
dive into the life and career of Mae 
West, a groundbreaking writer, 
performer and subversive agitator for 
social change who possessed creative 
and economic powers that were 
unheard of for a female star in the 
1930s.

“Movie: Back to the Future”
The story that never gets old returns 
for another engagement as the saga 
of Marty McFly, Doc Brown and the 
time-traveling DeLorean plays out 
for Amazon streaming audiences in 
the trilogy of the Robert Zemeckis-
directed adventure comedies. 
Michael J. Fox. Christopher Lloyd, 
Lea Thompson, Crispin Glover and 
Thomas F. Wilson are among the 
stars.

“Invincible”
From “The Walking Dead” creator 
Robert Kirkman comes this adult 
animation series that is based on the 
Skybound/Image comic of the same 
name and follows the adventures of 
17-year-old Mark Grayson (voice of 
Steven Yeun) and son of the most 
powerful superhero on the planet. 
As he develops his own powers, he 
comes to realize his father’s legacy 
isn’t as heroic it seems. (ORIGINAL)

“La templanza”
From Spain comes this period drama 
series that is set in the second half 
of the 19th century and follows 
the story of Mauro Larrea (Rafael 
Novoa), who finds his destiny 
restoring a vineyard to its former 
glory while pursuing the love of 
Soledad Montalvo (Leonor Watling), 
the feisty widow who once owned 
the property. Nathaniel Parker and 
David Levy also star. (ORIGINAL)

Take out and Catering is Available. 
515 Campbell Street  Baker City

541-523-4318

VISIT BAKER’S MOST 

INTERESTING STORE
Store is open 24 hours

7 am to 7 pm Take Out Only

UPGRADE
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